
Timestamp Email Address Name Reg. No. Course Your feedback/suggestions about the talk
12/30/2020 21:06:31 emi.abraham@science.christuniversity.inEmi Abraham 1947809 MSc Zoology Informative section
12/30/2020 21:07:36 aleesa.augustine@science.christuniversity.inAleesa Augustine 1947607 MSc Botany It was worth attending the talk. 
12/30/2020 21:07:43 jerinjames@science.christuniversity.inJERIN JAMES 1947813 MSc Zoology It was  a very informative talk

12/30/2020 21:07:47 tapasya.chhetri@science.christuniversity.inTapasya Chhetri 1947731 MSc Biotechnology
It was really great and motivational. Generally we don't come across to people who focus on 
interdisciplinary approach. We want more such talks so that it motivates us and is an eye opener.

12/30/2020 21:07:55 konga.meghana@science.christuniversity.inMeghana 1947816 MSc Zoology
It was very informative and made me understand to look beyond just the course Iam currently 
pursuing.  

12/30/2020 21:08:48 richa.sharma@science.christuniversity.inRicha Sharma 1947614 MSc Botany It was a very good season. 

12/30/2020 21:11:20 angelin.s@science.christuniversity.inS.ANGELIN STEPHY MASCARENHAS 1947805 MSc Zoology
The talk was really thoughtful and made me to realise my own potentials and how to nuture it  in a 
good way and also made me to explore a lot other things .

12/30/2020 21:18:40 julia.john@science.christuniversity.inJulia John 1947814 MSc Zoology I gave a clear idea about the career opportunities after MSc
12/30/2020 21:19:53 pooja.shukla@science.christuniversity.inPOOJA KUMARI SHUKLA 1947820 MSc Zoology Very insightful session.

12/30/2020 21:20:23 steny.joseph@science.christuniversity.inSteny v joseph 1947824 MSc Zoology
Informative

12/30/2020 21:21:06 johns@science.christuniversity.inJohn britto 1947802 MSc Zoology
We got new ideas about job opportunities and all

12/30/2020 21:21:37 shirly.m@science.christuniversity.inShirly Gladious M 1947823 MSc Zoology

It was an Amazing talk. It has helped me to check myself in all points that Suresh Sir has 
implemented. It was booster for me to work on more and make this talk a worth moment in life. 
Thank You for this opportunity Anish Sir.

12/30/2020 21:22:18 nikhil.k@science.christuniversity.inNikhil Rai 1947711 MSc Biotechnology Session was really good. We would like to have another session like this.
12/30/2020 21:23:45 swathi.pavithran@science.christuniversity.inSwathi Pavithran 1947730 MSc Biotechnology The session was really informative and we would like to attend more sessions like this.
12/30/2020 21:24:14 sharma.tarachand@science.christuniversity.inSharma Pooja Tarachand 1947728 MSc Biotechnology Session was mind-boggling and got to know that there's much more to learn.

12/30/2020 21:46:19 vaagdevi.br@science.christuniversity.inVaagdevi B.R. 1947732 MSc Biotechnology

The talk was indeed very helpful to us. It helped us expand our perspectives and got us aim at more 
options in the industrial perspective. This talk was much needed for us, especially at this time when 
all of us are confused as to what to do next. Thank you for organizing this seminar. 

12/30/2020 21:55:19 harinia@science.christuniversity.inHarini 1947811 MSc Zoology It was really informative and encouraging
12/30/2020 22:05:06 keerthanaa@science.christuniversity.inKeerthana A 1947815 MSc Zoology It was good. Looking for more such life science talks. 


